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➢Introductions
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➢Small Group Discussion 

➢Discussant comments – Dr. Laurie Stevahn



Introductions
Julie Nielsen, PhD- Director of Program Evaluation, NorthPoint Health & Wellness

Ashley Johnson, MPP- Senior Program Evaluator, NorthPoint Health & Wellness

Laurie Stevahn, PhD- Professor of Education, Seattle University

NorthPoint Health & Wellness Center is a multi-specialty 
medical, dental and mental health center and human 
service agency located in North Minneapolis.  Serving 
approximately 30,000 individuals annually, it is the only 
remaining “pilot city” opened 50 years ago under the 
Johnson administration’s War on Poverty.



Goals of the Session
At the end of the session participants will: 

1. Deepen their awareness of opportunities program evaluators 
have to appropriately expand their professional skills boundaries 
in the context of innovation (bridging staff knowledge and funder 
expectations) 

2. Increase awareness of the value of establishing an optimistic 
mindset among team members, and a process for doing so

3. Be able to identify and engage the AEA Evaluator Competencies to 
address evaluation challenges



Leveraging Evaluator Competencies to Support 
Innovation

Funder 
Expectations

Non-Profit 
Innovation

Evaluator 
Competencies



Lip 
Service

Give up

Denial

Blame 
the 

evaluator

Procrastinate



Program 
evaluators are 
uniquely 
situated to 
bridge funder 
expectations 
and program 
staff 
uncertainties in 
the context of 
innovation 

Claim:



Case 
Example

Call for Proposals:  
Food Systems 

Support

Proposal Submission: 
Support Food 

Voucher Program

Funder Counter 
Proposal:  Model 
Development & 

Scaling

Counter-proposal 
(and funds) accepted 

by Non-profit

Engaged Human-
Centered Design 

Process for Model 
Development 

Developed Three 
Prototypes for Pilot 

Testing

Implementation Documentation

Evaluation Team Involvement

Data Collection



What is Human Centered Design?



Creative problem solving placing people 
at the center

What do 
we do 

about X?

Experiences

Needs

Understanding 
of X

Ideas
Circumstances

Intended User(s)



Empathy Experiment

• Needs of end 
user

• One sentence

Problem 
Statement

• Reframes a 
challenge as an 
opportunity

• Invites 
innovative 
thinking toward 
multiple 
solutions

How Might 
We. . .?

• Choose 
Optimism

• Creative 
mindset

• Idea mash-up

Brainstorm/ 
Ideate

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN LEARNING MORE ABOUT HENNEPIN COUNTY’S SPECIFIC INNOVATION BY DESIGN WORK 
CONTACT INNOVATIONBYDESIGN@HENNEPIN.US

mailto:InnovationbyDesign@hennepin.us


Empathy

Problem Statement(s)

Affinity 
Mapping

End User 
Interviews

Empathy 
Mapping



Problem Statements
6. NorthPoint patients and clients need easier and varied ways to get foods that will support good health 

because there are few mobile markets and limited options for food that supports good health at the corner 
stores

7. NorthPoint patients and clients need easier and varied ways to get foods that will support good health and 
surprisingly, we did not really hear anything from our end users about secure delivery to participants’ 
homes

8. NorthPoint clients need to have enhanced transportation options/services in order to eat healthier

9. NorthPoint clients need 
consistent/reliable (but varied) options 
for obtaining healthy foods because they 
have different needs (and preferences) for 
getting food and getting food in their 
homes.

10. NorthPoint clients need resources and 
connection to existing food access and 
education opportunities. Surprisingly, 
they want to eat healthier but don’t have 
consistent support in knowing what’s 
available in North Minneapolis. 

1. NorthPoint clients need to know about other resources available that 
will help offset the cost in order to purchase more fruit and vegetables

2. NorthPoint clients/North Minneapolis 
residents need more access to year-round 
high quality produce that is close to their 
homes because the produce available is 
low quality and high quality produce is 
only available in the summer

3. NorthPoint clients need access to more food of their liking in order to be 
a healthy community

4. Northside residents need to have a consistent and affordable means of 
getting to/from the grocery store in order to live a healthy life

5. NorthPoint patients and clients need easier and varied ways to get foods 
that will support good health because the knee-jerk/default support of 
offering bus tokens doesn’t work for them 



Optimism: How Might We + Rapid Prototyping



Problem→ Opportunity → Prototype → Experiment

HOW MIGHT WE create a 
product or service that 
increases access to high 

quality, affordable foods of 
choice for North Minneapolis 

Residents? Delivery and Access Network



Prototype modified for program pilot
Participant paper order $15 groceries at group+shopper+ choice of delivery to group or home



Program
+ 

Delivery Grocery

Program
+ 

Collaborative Campaign of 
Food Resources

Program
+

Northside Indoor Market

Pilot Test/Intervention – Three 
Groups each the *Program + 

one of the three access 
interventions

• Nutrition and meal planning 
Education

• Food demonstrations and 
tastings

• Receive financial assistance to 
purchase healthy foods on the 
Northside ($15)

All Participants Experience 
*Program*  (8 weekly sessions + 

financial assistance)

• Analyze and summarize pilot 
test findings  

• Convene facilitated discussions 
of pilot study findings to 
formulate recommendations for 
scaling to broader contexts. 

• Develop a set of principles 
and/or recommendations for 
scaling or replicating the 
program to other food shelves, 
human services agencies, 
community health centers and 
geographies

Evaluation + Scaling
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Fruit, Veggies, and More- NorthPoint Project



Evaluation Questions
1. To what extent and in what ways does each of the three 

prototypes improve participants’ ability to access and consume 
healthy food?  How do the three prototypes compare to each 
other? 

2. To what extent and in what ways does the food incentive improve 
food affordability? 

3. To what extent are the prototypes sustainable for [Non-Profit] in 
the given food environment?  Holding incentives costs steady, 
how did implementation costs compare? 



Optimism
noun. Hopefulness and confidence about the future or the successful 
outcome of something



Optimism-Priming Activity
Clams are Great Because. . .

The group stands in a circle and someone steps in the 
center and begins to list all the reasons clams are great 
until someone tags them out and takes over. The list could 
include factual things like “Clams are great because they 
burrow into the sand with a muscular foot” or “Clams are 
great because they taste so good in a white wine” or 
ridiculous things like “Clams are great because they hung 
out with me after my boyfriend broke up with me” or 
“Clams are great because they totally reorganized my 
shed.” 

Whatever your actual opinion about clams, this warm up 
gets your brain moving. Whatever comes out of your 
mouth becomes possible in the world of this warmup, and 
we accept and support it. It also is a way to practice 
support through action: you don’t want to leave people in 
the center alone for too long talking about clams. You 
need to step up and take a turn.

What’s in the Box?

Standing in a circle, one person starts and asks the person 
to their [left/right]. “Hey!  What’s in the box?”  The second 
person answers, indicating anything they want – it might 
be something awesome, something icky, something 
unbelieveable, something useful, something useless. . . 
certainly, something imaginative.  “It’s a (name it).”  The 
first person responds with, “Great, I can use that for 
[something]

Example
Hey John, What’s in the box?

It’s a pickled brain!

“Great, I can use that to help me pass my test tomorrow!”

The person who asked, “what’s in the box” now turns to 
the person on his or her other side and that person asks, 
“hey, what’s in the box?” and the person makes up 
something else.

(Source unknown for priming activities)



Small Group 
Discussions
- Introduce yourselves

- Briefly review 
competency handout

- Read the scene out loud

- Answer and discuss the 
scene questions in small 
groups

- Report question two 
responses



Discussion Scenes

SCENE 1

The program staff and project 
coordinator struggle to fully pilot test 
the innovative components, seemingly 
hesitant to the “fail fast” aspect of the 
project as problems arise with 
implementing the planned prototyped 
interventions. 

SCENE 2

During implementation of the first 
prototype and continuing throughout 
the project, it becomes clear that the 
pilots are not being implemented to 
plan nor is program documentation 
occurring.  At this point, the evaluation 
team is not even sure what innovations 
are being delivered by staff and 
therefore, what they are evaluating.  
Data collection as well, suffers. 



Contact
Julie or Ashley – NP.innovationgroup@hennepin.us

Laurie- stevahnl@seattleu.edu

THANK YOU!

mailto:NP.innovationgroup@hennepin.us
mailto:stevahnl@seattleu.edu

